Arctic Light and Life in Arctic Bay

Visit a destination that few people get to explore. With Arctic Bay Adventures, you’ll experience the Arctic Bloom Package in July, offering a profusion of wildflowers as the arctic plants look to set seed quickly in this all too brief summer. The Life on the Floe Edge Package invites visitors to travel by traditional qamutiq sleds to the edge of the Arctic Ocean sea ice in search of narwhal, the unicorn of the sea. Keep a watch out for nanook, the great white polar bear. Sample mukuk and other Inuit delicacies. Enjoy a cup of tea made from the chips of an iceberg and take part in cultural traditions dating back thousands of years.

Details

Province: Nunavut
Dates: Spring and Summer
Location: Arctic Bay

Nunavut

Settled by Indigenous people thousands years ago, Nunavut, “our land” in Inuktitut, is the newest territory in Canada. Visitors from around the world are invited to experience the Inuit way of life, cultural traditions and a diverse range of experiences unique to this remote part of the world.